
NATURAL LENTIL SOUP
TUSCAN PESTO PANINI

Simply delicious and savory!
#1051

QUICK NOTES

KITCHENWARE

INGREDIENTS

Red Lentils            Carrots             Potatoes             Onions 

Veggie Broth      Butter       Cheese           Pesto          Bread Slices

VEGETARIAN

GLUTEN FREE

CALORIES/PERSON (750 CAL)

TIME: 

MIN. 4 HOURS

MAX. 6 HOURS

LEVEL: EASY

SMALL SLOW COOKER (2PPL)

MEDIUM SLOW COOKER (4PPL)

BAKING SHEET

3-4 INGREDIENT BOWLS



Ingredients must be consumed within a week time frame in order to maintain food quality and to avoid possible food poisonings. Make sure
raw poultry and meat are not crosscontaminated with ready to eat ingredients! i.e. (if a cutting board and knife are used for cutting meat, both
must be washed and sanitized before being used to prepare a salad). Make sure to wash and dry your produce before cooking or consuming!

SAFE HANDLING:

Remember to share your masterpiece!
www.pantryboy.com

RED LENTILS
CARROTS CHOPPED OR DICED IF NOT BLENDED
POTATOES CHOPPED OR DICED IF NOT BLENDED
ONIONS CHOPPED OR DICED IF NOT BLENDED
VEGETABLE BROTH
BUTTER
BREAD SLICES
PESTO
THREE CHEESES
PANTRYBOY SEASONING MIX
OIL
WATER FOR THE SLOW COOKER

INGREDIENTS

2 SERVING
1 CUP
1 CUP
1/2 CUP
1 CUP
1-OZ
4 SLICES
2-OZ
4-OZ
1/2 TEASPOON
1 TBL SPOON
4 CUP

2 people

4 SERVING
2 CUP
2 CUP
1 CUP
2 CUP
2-OZ
8 SLICE
4-OZ
8-OZ
2 TEASPOON
2 TBL SPOON
7 CUPS

4 people

Unpack and display all recipe ingredients. Dice the potatoes if preferred not blended Get
your Slow Cooker ready and set at HIGH to cook 4 hours or LOW to cook 6 hours, once all
your first step ingredients are placed in.

Place the lentils, carrots, potatoes, vegetable broth, oil, given water amount on the chart
and large pinch of seasoning to your liking. Close the lid.

Prior to service time toss in the butter. Some people like their soup with some extra
chunks and some prefer it smooth. If you like your soup smooth, make sure it is a little
cool first, then scoop it into your blender to 1/3 level. Make sure the lid is tightly
closed and hold it from the top with a towel to avoid any harmful splash! As the blender
starts, the heat will increase the pressure! Pour the soup into the large mixing bowl and
finish the rest of the soup.

Preheat the oven to 425 degrees. Place all the bread slices on the baking sheet and place in
the oven for about 2-4 minutes or until up side is toasted. Pull out the sheet and flip the
slices, spread the pesto on the slices and place some shredded cheese on each bread slice
and place the sheet in the oven for 2-3 minutes or until cheese is melted. Pull out the sheet
and place slices over each other and cut in half.

Divide your soup into bowls and enjoy with pie slices.
Enjoy.

1-Prep the ingredients

2-Start the Slow Cooker

3-Butter and Blender?

4-Make the panini

5-Finish and serve

http://twitter.com/pantryboyeats
http://instagram.com/pantryboy_
http://facebok.com/pantryboy

